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One-Stop Preservation Solution for the Oil & Gas Industry

info@ocsrustx.com

www.ocsrustx.com

OFFSHORE CORROSION SOLUTIONS

We pride in being the only 1 stop solution provider
with complete activity undertaken starting from
survey or assessment, supply of anti-corrosion
materials, application of the corrosion preventatives
on the equipment during stacking, management as
well as support for re-activation/re-commissioning
upon startup.
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OFFSHORE CORROSION SOLUTIONS

About Us
OCS RUST-X specializes in providing the highest quality corrosion prevention products and services to the
offshore industry. We will guide operators through all phases of preservation from planning to
implementation, maintenance and re-activation/re-commissioning as required. Our products and services
also benefit partially preserved and active rigs.
.
Our teams will discuss your situation, audit your asset, and advise on the best path forward offering the
latest in corrosion prevention technology for a vessel at any stage of life. OCS Rust-X is a one stop
solution for the best products and expertise available
.
OCS RUST-X is represented through its offices, warehouses and production facilities on six continents.
OCS RUST-X the highest quality products and services while meeting the highest safety standards. Our
products are REACH approved, RoHS compliant and we are ISO 9001 &
ISO 14001 certified. It is our mission to deliver the highest quality products, training, supervision and
support services to ensure your preservation process is professionally managed.

World Wide Presence
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Protecting
Your
Assets

Strategy
In order to provide our customers with the quality of services they expect, in line
values, the drilling units will be preserved and maintained in a cost effective
Focus will be on proactive and modern techniques to continually ensure that
system is optimized to maintain the equipment's integrity during the

with OCS RUST-X
& safe manner.
the preservation
whole process.

OCS RUST-X equipment preservation practices are subject to review and continuous improvement, they
are carefully monitored and audited on a regular basis to demonstrate and enhance efficiency
and are adjusted as required.
The primary objective in stacking a rig is to prevent excessive deterioration of the rig and its
equipment, protecting the stakeholder’s investment in readiness for a return to service in the
shortest and most economical time possible.
OCS RUST-X is the only company in preservation offering their own proprietory software for the inspection &
manintenance of preservation records and condition monitoring of the equipment along with procedural
information on reactivation.
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Chemistry In Action
Preservation
Supply & Apply
OCS RUST-X utilizes various techniques to lay up the equipment to prevent further deteriroration of the assets
depending upon the time and type of stacking required. Our corrosion inhibitors include Volatile Corrosion
Inhibitors (VCI’s), Contact Corrosion Inhibitors (CCI’s), Rust Preventive Additives (RPA’s), Desiccants for
Dehumidifcation and VCI Anti Corrosion packaging.
The preservation can be designed for two years or more with an action plan for continuous audits on monthly,
quarterly and annual basis to make sure the equipment can be re-activated when required within the shortest time
span and minimal effort.
The preservation is undertaken by a professional team with in-depth knowledge of each and every part of the rig
along with application instructions. The solutions can be custom designed to give required life without any further
deterioration as well as attempt to recover the already corroded surfaces or equipment.
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THE SOFTWARE ADVANTAGE
PROJECT STACK - Software for Preservation & Stacking
The preservation and stacking of drilling units and offshore facilities is a tedious task made simple using
our proprietary software developed extensively for an easy management of the stacking process and
faster reactivation possibilities when required.
When combined with our exhaustive planning and software (Project Stack), OCS RUST-X delivers the
complete package.
While stacking is a huge task, it is a relatively simple process. However, one of the biggest challenges for
clients is the reactivation process. This is where OCS excels, with well over 100 projects in rig
commissioning and multiple reactivations.
OCS stacking solution has an enormous advantage with our commissioning and project management
software, which has been optimized to include preservation procedures and tracking management of
the stacking process. When reactivation occurs, a full reactivation and commissioning package is ready
with all mechanical completions included and commissioning procedures only needing to be tailored to
suit the asset as all equipment is accounted for. This process can save your company a tremendous
amount of time in the reactivation planning and the exhaustive process of re-commissioning all
equipment.

Experience

Chemistry

Knowledge

Software
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Products

VC I

M a s k i n g

OFFSHORE CORROSION SOLUTIONS

S t i c ke r

Used to cover machined surfaces,
electrical panels, controls, seal
equipment
Easy to apply, easy to remove, doesnot
leave adhesive residue. Protects even
in open conditions.

VCI Clear Coating - 657
Applied by brush or spray. Forms clear
abrasion resistant cross linked film
and protects surfaces for very long
durations.

V C I

Te c t o n i c

5 0 6

Black removable coating to preserve
parts in highly humid and saline
condtions.
Can be coated over rusted parts after
coverting rust by using neutracoat.
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Products

V C I

OFFSHORE CORROSION SOLUTIONS

G r e a s e

4 5 8
0

High drop point grease (450 F) with
excellent anti-corrosive properties.
Good water repulsion, spread-ability,
penetration as well as adhesion to
applied surfaces.

Neutrasafe Rust Remover
Rust can be removed by dipping in the
solution or by brushing on with the
solution or higher concentration paste.

Neutracoat Rust Converter
Neutracoat is a rust converting
solution which can be applied on the
rusted surface to convert it into a
passive layer which can then be
painted
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Engine Oil Additive E -1529
Added to Engine Oils to increase
alkalinity reserve as well as corrosion
inhibiting properties of the engine
lubricant.
Protects from seizing and internal
corrosion.

Fuel Oil Additive VCI 905
When added to fuel oils, VCI 905
corrosion inhibitor, both in contact and
vapour phase protects the fuel tanks
and the pipelines at dosage levels of
0.1-0.15 %

Hydraulic Fluid Additive E - 1531
This additive provides corrosion
inhibting properties to the hydraulic
fluids & protects the hydraulic pistons
and the cylinders.
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Rust Preventive Additive RPA 4700
This is a special additive which turns
water into a rust preventive when
added at 5-10% concentration. This
also provides headspace corrosion
protection in the water tanks,
radiators, boilers, heat exchangers and
in water based systems.

Without RPA

With RPA

Aluminum Barrier Foil - VCI Albar
This can be used to cover electrical &
electronic equipment. The foil
complies to MIL Spec 131 K and has
very high barrier properties along with
electrostatic discharge properties.

VCI Tuffpaulin Covers
Custom made covers to wrap the
equipment for additional protection
from the environmental conditions.
Has eyelets and rope to tie it to the
equipment. Made from high tensile
strength fabric for extreme abrasion
and puncture resistance.
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VCI Emitter Capsules 5 & 11
VCI Emitters are easily installable
devices within the electrical and
electronic cabinets and provide
extended protection to the circuitry,
hardware and equipment. Suitable for
Copper, Aluminum, Steel, Silver,
Solder, Tin etc.

VCI Foams
Foams that breathe protection

V C I

F o a m

7 9 8

VCI Foam is a heavily impregnated VCI
emitting device used for the
preservation of electrical systems as
well as electrical equipment like
motors, drives, computers, screens,
servers, etc where these can be placed
in vicinity of the parts.

ZORB-IT Desiccants & Dehumidifiers
ZORB-IT is a natural desiccant that has a
very high dehumidifying capacity and
absorbs large amounts of moisture
through the semi-permeable Tyvek
Membrane. These are available in various
pouch sizes and also in 25 L or 6 gallon
buckets that can be used for large void
spaces like crew quarters, control rooms
etc.
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Products

V C I

P o w d e r s
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4 2 0 1

VCI Powders are used for lay up of
empty vessels, pipelines, tanks, heat
exchanger internals and can be used to
fog the equipment by using
compressed air or blowers. These can
also be added to water to give
corrosion protection. These readily
wash-off during operation after
dissolution in water.

V C I

J e l l y

4 9 4

VCI Jelly is a highly viscous and superior
corrosion preventive fluid which can be
applied on surfaces with a brush or by
dipping and provide lubrication. This does
not solidify and does not require removal
when the equipment is returned to
service.

VCI PRESERVATIVE FILLED BOLT CAPS
VCI filled bolt caps are plastic caps made of
of UV restistant plastic material and filled
up with a preservative. When these are
pressed on the bolt head, the VCI
preservative flows out around the mating
surface of the bolt and the flange area and
protects the bolt, the threads and the
flange thread from corrosion. These are
used to protect petrochemical plants,
chemical plants, pipe lines, offshore
equipment and have many other
applications.
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Our Customers

One-Stop Preservation Solution for the Oil & Gas Industry

OFFSHORE CORROSION SOLUTIONS
Head Office: 1, International Business Park, # 3-13 The Synergy, Singapore, 600917
P: +65 6896 3443, +65 6896 3345 F: +65 6896 0400
Houston Office: 15330, Park Row, Houston Texas
California Office: 14310 Gannet Street, La Mirada, CA 90638

www.ocsrustx.com

info@ocsrustx.com

